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I Note: Attempt all questions. Q.no.1 is compulsory. Internal choice is indicated~

Q 1 (a) Explain the working of a spectrum analyzer with the help of a block

diagram.

(b)Why is regulated power supply necessary for signal generators?

(c) What is induction heating? What are its advantages?

(d)What are the functions of robot auxillary control devices?

(e) Explain the principle of Permanent Magnet Motors. (5x5=25)

Q2 (a) How an instrumentation amplifier is different from an ordinary

operational amplifier? Draw the basic instrumentation amplifier

circuit. (6)

(b) Explain the principle and working of digital storage oscilloscope with

the help of block diagram. (6.5)

OR

Q3 Explain in detail the principle and working ofIV1agnetic Tape Recorders

with suitable diagrams. Discuss their advantages and applications. (12.5)

Q4 (a) With the help of neat diagram explain the constructional features of a

stepper motor. Derive an expression for the stepping angle of a

stepper motor having m-phases and nnumber of rotor teeth. (6)

(b) Explain the principle of operation of variable frequency inverter with

suitable diagram. What are its applications? (6.5)

OR
Q5 (a) Discuss various types of timers. Explain the working of Dashpot

Timer in detai1. (6)

(b) Explain the construction and working of a Permanent Magnet

machine. What are their unique features? Also, discuss its function as

a controller. (6.5)

Q6 (a) What is the principle of dielectric heating? Explain its equivalent

circuit with vector diagram. What are its applications? (6.5)

(b) Explain the principle and working of automatic weighing system.

State its applications. (6)

OR

Q7 What is humidity? What. is the difference between absolute and relative

humidity? Explain with a block diagram how relative humidity can be

controlled in a computer warehouse? (12.5)

Q8 (a) What is binary number system? Why is it preferred to the decimal

system for use in computers? How can binary numbers be converted

to decimal numbers and vice-versa? I (6.5)

(b)What is a robot and what are its uses?Ex~lain the control scheme for

pick and place robot with a block diagram.' (6)

OR

Q9 (a) What is a digital counter? What are its uses? Discuss synchronous

counters in detail. (6.5)

(b) Discuss the functions of various components of PLC. Draw a typical

ladder diagram for starting and stopping of an induction motoL (6)
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